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At Peruvian Connection, luxury alpaca, a
fibre stronger and more rare than
cashmere, is transformed into wearable
art by the stunning virtuoso talent of
Andean artisans. Ancient textile
traditions, complex patterns, a myriad of
hues, as well as a lifetime of knitting
experience, go into our art-knit
garments.
Wondrously silky alpaca is warmer,
lighter, and far more durable than other
wools, but even more sumptuous is baby
alpaca, the very first clip of the shearling
alpaca. One touch and you’ll know why it
was reserved exclusively for Inca nobility.
Our other stand-out fibre, used in
compliment with alpaca, is Peruvian pima
cotton, harvested by hand and yielding an
incredible velvety softness.
We bring together the finest fibres, a
small group of exceptional designers, and
the well-honed skills of Andean knitters
to create extraordinary works of beauty
that we hope you will wear with pride
and panache.

Click show other PC catalogs at top
to view items from other seasons, or if
you know the item number, enter it in
express order at left.

pictured:
Z250152 Tasseled Cordillera Bag
ZD70023 Rust Wool/Pashmina Shawl
ZH00127 Leather and Silver 1/2" Chain
Bracelet
ZH00147 Leather and Silver 7/8" Studded
Bracelet
ZM80014 Leather and Brass Double Wrap
Belt
Z180231 Fresco Red Slit-Neck Dress
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Our fall 2002 collection wraps you in the
elemental luxury of dream-soft baby
alpaca, lofty yarns of Peruvian pima,
lustrous silk, supple suede, and the raw
elegance of distressed leather.
Timeless hand-crafted heirloom knits are
teamed with an of-the-moment couture:
the breathtaking bold print of an intarsiaknit coat anchored by butter-soft suede
trousers. Or a gypsy flounce found in the
handkerchief hem of our patchwork silk
skirt. Victorian romance weaves its way
through exquisite lace tops that can be
sublimely accented with orchid, green,
and apricot cameos.
Sweater trends head in an unabashed
sensual direction, with oversized, ample
shapes, and textural, virtuoso knitting.
Pair one of our nubby warm beauties
with a skirt: try a sleek column of spiralseamed suede or the clean chic of an Aline in silky pima cotton.
Florals bloom in a riot of hues saturating
vests of clematis, cardigans of intarsiaknit wildflowers, chrysanthemum jackets,
and petal-light pullovers in varietals of
tiger lily, exotic Amazonian foliage, and
even the dusky buds of a secret garden.

pictured:
Z620084 Suede Front-Zip Trousers shown
in Wine
Z950172 Combed Pima Mock T-Neck
shown in Raisin
Z550501 Inca Polychrome Knit Coat

Tribal and ethnic designs revive a raw,
primitive, tradition. Complimenting the
folklore lure of our Andean art-knits, we
globe trek with Turkish feather vests, a
Rabari Festival coat dress, Moroccan
inspired cardigans, skirts of Indonesian
design, and the waking dream of a
Sumatran boot-length vest.
Define your details with our bold and
beautiful accessories: leather belts
strewn with cowrie shells, a sash of
knotted pima, knit and tasseled handbags,
baby alpaca scarves; or adorn yourself
with the luxe punch of a marcasite lace
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A sublime softness is found in our
menswear that belies its rugged strength
and elegant endurance. Weightless yet
warm alpaca is woven into the handsome
lines of our roomy cardigans, earth-hued
pullovers, and silk-infused mocknecks.
Only the finest grade pima cotton is felt
in the smooth hand of our versatile
turtlenecks, mid-weight henleys, and
classic polos.
Venture out in our striking car coat of
weathered, distressed leather, and relax
into a homespun Irish Pub Jacket—a true
treasure from the master artisans of the
Aran Islands.
Simplicity is found in the clean lines and
tailored modernity of our apparel,
warmth in the rustic weaves and
comfortable cuts, and boldness in the
intarsia-knit rhythmic patterns and
complex melange of colors. These details
define the effortless ease and essential
quality of our collection.
Select a category from the left to
view the collection.

pictured:
Z781462 Men's Pima T-Neck shown in
Hickory
Z830201 Terra Firma Crew
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The fine art of relaxing: create a private
haven in your home with our cloud-soft
brushed alpaca blankets. Snuggle in the
sanctuary of these weightlessly warm
wonders in four sizes, including
Travel/Baby, the ultimate in carry-along
luxury. Use our Fine Fibres fabric wash
for gentle care of your blankets and all
handwashables.
Accent your home with decorative art
pieces inspired by ancient Andean
traditions and hand-crafted with care by
South American artisans.
Select a category from the left to
view the collection.

pictured:
Z752381 Alpaca Full/Queen Blanket
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